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HIGH-RESOLUTION
SEISMIC SURVEY TO MAP PALEOCHANNELS
IN AN UNDERGROUND COAL MINE’

LAWRENCEM. GOCHIOCO~AND JOHN I. KELLY~

cemented and make a solid roof. Other sandstones and
some sandy or silty shales are brittle, thinly laminated, and
very difficult to support. Where sandstone overlies shale in
the roof, the shale may separate easily from the irregular,
often slickensided, base of the sandstone. Potentially poor
roof conditions may require longer bolts and additional
roof support to stabilize the roof. Another potential mining
problem associated with paleochannels is wet working conditions. Depending on the permeability of the sandstone,
water inflow and seepage into the mine may require pumping the water out creating unwanted additional maintenance work on the pumps. Moreover, mining through sandstone channels causes more wear on mining equipment
designed for mining softer cord. Therefore, it is important
to detect sandstone washouts in advance of mine development so that a safe and productive mine design can be
developed.
At a Consol mine located in the Appalachia basin, a
sandstone channel of undetermined width was blocking the
development of the northern reserve area (see Figure I).
The main channel structure had previously halted the

ABSTRACT
Shallowseismicreflectiontechniqueswereusedto detectand
mappalmharnelsin anundergmund
cad minewherepaleochmnels
have completelyerodedthe coal seam.This emsionof the coal
seamis commonlycalleda washout.Theearlydetectionof washout
areaswouldhelpin thedevelopment
of a safeandproductivemine.
The Conocopmtotypehigh-frequencyVibroseis”unh wasutilizeed
asthe seismicSourceandwasfoundto beeffectivefor this application. Anomaloussignaturesin the coal-seamrencctionindicating
thin and/orabsentcoatobserved
ontheseismicsectionssuggeswd
the
courseandmeanderof themainchannel~tm~tureandits associated
distributaries.
Postseismic
drilling andsubsequent
underground
mine
de”elopm.?“t
hasconfirmedsonleof thegeophysicalinterpretations.

Reflection seismology is one of several technologies that
the Research & Development Department of Consolidation
Coal Company (Consol) uses to assist the operating
department in making Cons01 mines safe and productive
(Kennedy, 1989). Seismic surveys augment the exploratory
drilling program of the company in evaluating coal
reserves and detecting seam anomalies that may create
adverse mining conditions that are difficult to detect by
drilling (Gochioco, 1990). The most common seam anomalies that pose potential mining problems are faults
(Gochioco and Cotta, 1989) and washouts. The objectives
of the seismic survey described in this paper were to detect
sandstone washouts in an unmined reserve and to determine the likely course and meander of the main channel
structure and its associated distributaries.
Mining in and near washout areas may encounter
adverse conditions because of unstable, slickensided roof
rock. Slickensides, which are common around the margins
of many channels, are formed by differential slippage as
sand, peat and mud cotipact unevenly. Roof stability under
channel deposits varies greatly. Some sandstones are tightly

Fig. 1. Map of underground coal mine showing extent 01 mine
workings.
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FIELD PROCEDURES AND DATA P~oc~ssr~c;
The

Conoco

prototype

high-frequency

Vibroseis

(Chapman et al., 19X1) and recording
truck
this project.
The surface
seismic
survey
common-depth-point

(CDP)

method.

unit

were utilired
in
employed
the

The receiver

group

interval
was IO m and each record was composed
of 24
channels. The shotpoint interval was the same as the receiver
group interval resulting
in a maximum
stacking fold of 12.
Field acquisition
parameters
were designed to optimise
the
imaging
Lerwill.
the field

of the target coal seam horizon
(Ziolkowski
and
1979: Knapp and Steeples.
19X6). Table I shows
parameters
utilized in this project.

Source: Conoco prototype high~frequency
Receiver: 40.Hz geophone array
Sample Rate: 1 rns
Record Length: 13 s
Sweep Length: 12 s
Sweep Frequency: 60-240 Hz. linear
Shotpoint interval: 10 m
Receiver group interval: 10 m
No. of channels: 24
Maximum fold: 12
Table 1. Field acquisition
Data processing
through a network

Vibroseis

parameters.

was conducted
in Library,
in which VAX computers

Pennsylvania,
are linked to

Conoco mainframe
computers
(CRAY and VAX) in Ponca
City, Oklahoma.
Conoco seismic software
programs
were
used to process
sented in Table

the data and the processing
sequence
2. A seismic interactive
interpretation

station, based on a 32-bit
the interpretation
process

is prework

microcomputer,
was utilised
in
(Gochioco.
198%). Sonic lags

were gathered in selected drill holes along survey lines to
assist in predicting
the estimated two-way
traveltime
of the
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing typical geologic features found
near the mouths of large rivers in coastal plains.

seismic wavelet reflected
from the coal seam horizon.
The
work station was used to digit&
the sonic logs in order to

HIGH-RESOI.“TION
generate synthetic
to the processed
wavelet

seismograms
for subsequent
correlation
seismic
sections.
A 100.Hz
Ricker

was utilized

in generating

a synthetic

mined

is

Edit bad traces
Elevation statics
Front-end m”te
Zero-phase band-pass filter
Trace amplitude expansion
Spectral analysis
Deconvolution
Common-depth~point (CDP) sort
Velocity analysis
Surface-consistent
statics
Zero-phase band-pass filter
Common-depth-point
(CDP) slack
Zero-phase band-pass lilter
Automatic gain control (AGC) scale
FK migration

Table 2. Seismic data processing
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and is shown in Figure 4. The coal seam being
indicated
at the 122-m (400.ft ) mark.
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and de Voogh, 1980). Ruter and Schepers (1978)
that coal seams as thin as l/50 of the predominant

wavelength
can cause a distinct
reflection.
Widess (1973)
stated that the reflection
amplitude
may contain
information on the thickness of thin beds, to thinner than one-quarter of the predominant
wavelength.
That is why
tial to study the signature of the seismic wavelet
with the target coal seam. Washouts
produce

it is essenassociated
a distinct

anomalous

where

signature

in the coal-seam

quency
and amplitude
Complex
trace attribute

reflection

fre-

attributes
of the wavelet
change.
displays highlight
these anomalies

to enhance the interpretation
process (Gochioco,
1989b).
Seismic survey Line 2 is located on top of a ridge where
the depth of the target coal seam ranged from 275 to 290 m
beneath

the surface.

A portion

of the seismic

section

of Line

2 is shown in Figure 5. The reflection
associated
with
coal seam horizon
is indicated.
The coal-seam
reflection

the
is

robust and continuous
from SP-80 to SP-97, indicating
normal seam thickness.
The first evidence
of a disturbance
associated
with potential
seam thinning
and/or channel-

flow chart

induced
washout
was detected
between
SP-97.5 and SP102 where broadening
of the seismic wavelet
is observed.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The frequency
bandwidth
of the seismic
data ranges
from 60 to 240 Hz. The reflected
wavelet
from the coal
seam horizon
has a predominant
frequency
of about 100
Hz. Using an interval
velocity
of 2500 m/s for bituminous

The coal-seam
reflection
SP-103 and is continuous

returns to its normal character
at
up to SP-144. The weak coal-

seam reflection
centred at SP- I I8 may be due to recording
problems
rather than detecting
a geologic
disturbance.
Another

anomalous

structure

was detected

between

SP-145

coal, the standard resolution,
defined as one-quarter
of the
predominant
wavelength,
is approximately
6 m. Even
though the average seam thickness
is only 2 m, the acoustic

and SP-153. The poor coal-seam reflection
indicated smaller
acoustic
impedance
contrasts,
suggesting
that seam
thinning
and/or a washout
may have occurred
over these

properties
of coal (density
-1.35 Mg/m3)
have small values, creating
a net acoustic impedance
low with the immediate roof and floor rocks, thus causing a seismic reflection

intervals.
character

The coal-seam
and is continuous

ing uniform

seam

reflection
returns
to its normal
from SP-I54 to SP-175, indicat-

thickness.

Two

boreholes

were

drilled

sandstone

Fig. 3. Schematic
deposits.

diagram

showing

how periodic

flooding

produced

splits in the seam near the river from overbank

or crevasse-splay
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after the survey to confirm
the seismic interpretation
along
Line 2. The hole drilled at SP-99 encountered
no coal while

portion of the seismic section of Line 3. The underground
mine workings
affected
the bottom
retlection
signature

the other hole drilled
at SP-138 revealed
a normal
seam
thickness.
Seismic data were gathered along Line 3 over pre-existing

between
SP-93 and SP-I03
where
changes
in seismic
attributes were observed. The development
entries are located
beneath SP-90 to SP-I07 of the survey line. The coal-seam

mine

reflection

works

area to detect

and the sun/ey
channel-induced

line was extended
washouts.

to the reserve

Figure

6 shows

a

R&kc cosf.

Fig. 4. Synthetic seismogram
tors are indicated.

generated

from a sonic log from a borehole

returned

SP-I 16.5, indicating

Depth

to its normal
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an undisturbed,

(ftl

from

uniformly

SP-I04
thick

to
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Tim&l

near seismic Line 1, utilizing a 100.Hz Ricker wavelet.
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Fig. 5. Seismic section of Line 3.
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seam. A broadening
reflection
amplitudes
an area of relatively

of the seismic wavelet
with smaller
between SP-117 and SP-125 suggests
smaller acoustic impedance
contrasts.

Thus, it is likely
that a sandstone
washout
occurs in this
interval.
A similar event lies between SP-129 and SP-132.
A hole was drilled at SP-130.5 after the seismic
completed
and encountered
sandstone
instead
small

geologic

cross-section

with

an exaggerated

scale, built from available
borehole
shown above the section and indicates

survey was
of coal. A
vertical

and seismic data, is
intervals where sand-

stone channels were interpreted
to have eroded the coal seam.
Figure I shows the northern
portion of the seismic section of Line 4. The reflection
seam horizon
is indicated.
robust and continuous
the reflection
signature

associated
with
The coal-seam

the target coal
reflection
is

from SP-2RO to SP-295.
begins to diminish
from

However.
SP-296 to

SP-300 and undergoes a phesc change. The anomalous
signature indicates
possible
seam thinning
before if is completely eroded by sandstone
between
From SP-305 to SP-3 13, the coal-scan
and continuous
indicating
broadening
of the seismic
gests possible

thinning

SP-297 and SP-304.
reflection
is robust

uniform
seam
wavelet
centred

and/or

washout

thickness.
The
at SP-3 IS sug-

of the coal seam at

this location.
Another
potential
washout
was detected
between
SP-3%
and SP-342 where the amplitude
of the

taries which
appear to head on a nearly
straight
course
toward Line 4.
Underground
observations
at the wesfem
edge of the
west mains revealed
unusual splits in the seam coupled
with the sandstone scouring
the top of the seam indicating
the close proximity
of a paleochannel.
This information
assisted in the interpretation
of the likely meander of the
southernmost
paleochannel.
Utilizing
the information
provided by geophysical
and geological
data, mine personnel
drove
the north
washout detected
mic data indicated
sonnel undermined

The

mains by undermining
the sandstone
beneath Line I (see Figure 8). The seisa 105-m disturbed arena, while mine perabout 120 m of shale.

high-resolution

seismic

retlection

technique

was

able to detect washouts
in an underground
coal mine associated with paleochannels
that eroded portions
of a peat
swamp. Based on the interpretation
of the seismic and drillhole date, the likely
COUTX of the main channel structure
and ifs associated
distributaries
in the mine property
was
mapped,
as shown in Figure
8. Postseismic
drilling
and
subsequent mine development
confirmed
some of the interpretations.
Moreover.
seismic surveying
compliments
the

reflections
outside these intervals
suggest good coal areas.
By integrating
all the interpreted
channel-induced
anomalies
from the four seismic sections, the likely course,
extent and meander of paleochannels
in the mine was sug-

exploration
drilling
program by targeting
specific areas for
additional
drilling
to investigare
the interpreted
anomalies.
Useful information
provided
by such survey can assist mining engineers
in directing
the development
of reserves
away from the detected and interpreted
anomalies.
Also,
Vibroseis
proved to be reliable energy source for this pro-

gested as shown in Figure 8. The main channel structure
interpreted
beneath Line 2 may have split into two distribu-

ject and should he effective
for shallow
applied Lo the mining industry.

coal-seam

reflection

diminished

Fig. 7. Seismic section of Line 4,

considerably.

The robust

seismic

exploration
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Fig. 8. Map showing geophysical
the mine property.

interpretation

of paleochannels

in
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